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Abstract

Nuclear Power Plant Procedures can be seen from essentially two viewpoints: the process and the information
management.

From the first point of view, it is important to supply the knowledge apt to solve problems connected with the
control of the process, from the second one the focus of attention is on the knowledge representation, its structure,
elicitation and maintenance, formal quality assurance.

These two aspects of procedure representation can be considered and solved separately. In particular,
methodological, formal and management issues require long and tedious activities, that in most cases constitute a
great barrier for procedures development and upgrade. To solve these problems, Ansaldo is developing DIAM, a
wide integrated tool for procedure management, to support in procedure writing, updating, usage and
documentation.

One of the most challenging features of DIAM is AUTO-LAY, a CASE subtool that, in a complete automatical
way, structures parts or complete flow diagrams. This is a feature that is partially present in some other CASE
products, that, anyway, do not allow complex graph handling and isomorphism between video and paper
representation '31 lA\

AUTO-LAY has the unique prerogative to draw graphs of any complexity, to section them in pages, and to
automatically compose a document. This has been recognized in the literature as the most important second-
generation CASE improvement '3' '4' '5'.

Introduction.

There are many different users for procedures: writers, operators, managers, process specialists, analists.
All the people are aware, of course, of the procedure main goal: to solve some process contingency.
On the contrary, almost none is aware of the fact that procedure representation and management are heavy
activities, that sometimes take much more time than to explicit the substantial contents of procedures. (Fig. 1 & 2).

This can appear paradoxal, but the development phase is, by no means, as simple as many people regard it:
during the analysis and design phase there is a progressive growth of the procedure body that generates a number
of pre-releases of the first issue, and the same incremental process is in practice followed for any other new
release.

Moreover, this process is particularly hard to manage when representing procedures as flow diagrams '"' '2],
although drawing is a computerized activity, it require a great deal of skilled interactive work.



Procedures are often represented making extensive use of Flow Diagrams. The Life Cycle of Procedure, based on
Flow Diagrams, requires design and maintenance activities that are, either for the first issue or for the following
updates, heavy time consuming and sources of potential errors |11|2)l31.
To save time, diagrams are often patched, and not redrawn. Drawing errors, patches, poor skill in graphical
design contribute to lower procedure quality. (Fig. 3)
Regarding merely the topological aspect of procedure design, the quality can be espressed in terms of clarity in
flow diagrams readability, in rules for objects placements and lines routing, and in navigation aids like page
structuring, indexing, zooming, and documentation consistency and completeness f4).

As a matter of fact it is very difficult and time consuming to try to respect rules or standards whose goal is to
assure the quality of the product |3'(4). Furthermore, the modification of a single page often requires to redraw all
the following pages of the graph.

The manual approach to design do not assure intrinsically procedure quality. It depends on the human will, and
on the affordable cost of the time necessary for continuous alignement.

As a reference, it is recognized that it requires 20 minutes to manually sketch a procedure page while with an
interactive computerized tool, it can need one or two hours. This means that to redraw all the pages of a 1000
pages procedure the time needed is from 1000 to 2000 hours, or from 7 tol4 man-months |3'.

An interactive computerized tool is a typical CASE or CAD environment, in which the user chooses from a palette
symbols and lines to draw, and manually positions them into a drawing area, assigns their properties (width,
heigth, font, text, path for lines,..), moves them and reassigns properties until the result is satisfactory.

The need for a computerized tool to automate graph drawing.

Given primarily to the great amount of time necessary for graph drawing, most procedure flow diagrams are not
designed in a uniform way and with reference to a predefined standard. Sometimes drawing standards are
defined, but followed only here and there. Moreover, the standards, when defined, regard only generic principle
and not specific rules for symbol placing and lines routing. These standards are used only as reference, and the
real job of drawing is not contained in the rules, but in the mind of the designer.

To make a step toward quality procedure, is thus necessary to automate the drawing process, defining first all the
rules for graph drawing, and second incorporating them into a computerized tool: a computerized system that can
assist in the various phases of procedure design and, without additional efforts and costs, give support producing
documentation always aligned with reference standards, allowing also considerable gains in productivity.

Such a computerized tool, will not solve any process related problem, but will alleviate a great amount of clerical
work, absolutely relevant to garantee the quality of the entire set of procedure.
It will allow the procedure writer to concentrate only on the process representation and to revise procedures any
time is required, without any effort for graph editing, document structuring and paging. This will allow in turn, a
great freedom in updating process topics, causing an improvement in the substantial quality.

AUTO-LAY and DIAM.

This paper will present AUTO-LAY, a CASE tool, embedded in DIAM, aimed at automatically draw part of or
complete net graphs, starting from a simple net description in terms of nodes and relative connecting lines. The
output is a two dimensions graph structured in pages of any size, apt to be suitably used either for video or for
paper documentation usage. (Fig. 4).



DIAM provides, in fact, many functions like advanced text editing with context syntax guidance and operator
guide aids like step text interpretation and verification. Moreover it can access any graphical helpful information
like pictures or technical schemes. DIAM is being developed by Ansaldo in the frame of the Accident
Management Support Project, sponsored by the European Union.

AUTO-LAY constitutes an essential part of DIAM. It has been designed to satisfy strictly rules for symbols
placing and lines routing and page structuring, inspired by human factors criteria to allow easy at sight navigation
perception.

An important feature of the tool is to eliminate operator interaction for symbols placing and lines routing, and
assign these functions completely to the alghoritm: this assures results always aligned to the choosen standards,
homogeneous video and document representation, quick completely automatic reports generation from database
content.

Procedure skeleton.

Being any kind of procedure a set of steps, they constitute a network in which the nodes are the actions and the
tests, and the arcs are the logical paths between them.

This makes the net paradigm a general representation base for procedures, and the flow diagramming the natural
graphical expression for a procedure management system, manual or computerized.

A net node, an action or a test, is an information entity, that can contain any type of information, textual and
graphical, to be used to satisfy the step goal.

A separation between the logical part of the net design and the information content of each node, with proper
considerations on mutual influences and constraints, assures a clean functional separation for the design of the
atomic parts of the integrated tool.

Foundations of graph drawing and document paging.

AUTO-LAY places elements and routes lines in a virtually unlimited bidimensional drawing area. Basic elements
are Action and Test element. The Case element is a composed one, but for graph drawing purposes is handled as
a simple Action element. The Case is a structure that combines a number of tests on the same argument in a
compressed form: its definition and usage is managed by DIAM and is out of the scope of AUTO-LAY. (Fig. 5).

The drawing algorithm is complex and multi phases. First it orders all the element in a preliminary
monodimensional ordered graph, calculates the complexity index step by step, and modifies the line nesting to
diminish the graph complexity and the total number of line crossings. (Fig. 6).

Afterwards, using the monodimensional graph disposition and a simple set of rules for element placing and line
routing, draws the bidimensional graph and, finally, compresses it applying a series of specific rules subsets.

The planar graph is the base either for the video paging or the paper document production. A video page can start
from any symbol in the left upper position, and the video scrolling is made by rows or columns. Printable pages
are obtained subdividing the full graph in parts.



Basic rules for symbol placing and line drawing.

The rules applied to the drawing phase are very simple. They are inspired by Human Factors principles and
minimize graph comprehension efforts using essential and very simple design criteria and also minimize the
information overload eliminating the need of graph accessories like arrows. Basic criteria are:

- the default graph flow direction is from upper to bottom, and from left to right;
- each son symbol stays forward regarding the position of his father;
- lines connected to the left or upper side of a symbol are incoming lines;
- lines connected to the right or bottom side of a symbol are outcoming lines;
- an action symbol has one outcoming line (a YES line);
- a test symbol has two outcoming lines (a YES line, and a NO line);
- YES lines flow out from the bottom side of symbols;

- NO lines flow out from the right side of symbols;

exception:

- in case of backloop a son symbol can stay upstream regarding the position of his father;

from these rules derives that:

- arrows are optional: line flow can be easily deduced by source and sink symbols;

- the specification of type of the line is optional: it can be deduced by the source symbol;

furthermore, there are two rules on line intersection:

- there is confluence of lines if three segments go into one point;
- depending on source symbols, there is a crossing of lines, or a confluence, if four segments go into one point;
Basic rules for compression alghorithm.

The graph obtained from the bidimensional phase of design is quite expanded, and can be profitably compressed
in many cases. The goal of the compression phase is not to obtain the maximum density of symbols, but to obtain
a good compromise between compaction and easy navigation. It is simpler to navigate in a monodimensional flow
of pages than in a bidimensional one. With a graph structured in a matrix of pages, a general page has 3 pages up,
3 pages down, and 2 side: pages. In the case of a monodimensional flow of pages, each page has only 2 side pages,
and it is simpler to undeirstant the flow of the procedure: there is only a previous page and a next page. (Fig. 7, 8,
9).
The compression phase has the goal to cause a coalescence of symbols to form a diagonal pattern, that in most
cases generates a sequential linear flow of pages. The line path depends on the actions and tests sequence and on
procedure complexity.
There are not general rules for graph compression: the result is achieved applying a large number of specific
situation compression alghorithms, obtained looking at 40 different test cases, ranging from 10 to 200 elements
each.

Implementation.

DIAM and AUTO-LAY are DOS-Windows applications, developed in VISUAL-BASIC, CDK (Microsoft
Windows Control Development Kit), SDK (Microsoft Windows Software Development Kit), C and Fortran.
To speed up development and tests, AUTO-LAY functions can be runned also as batch DOS programs.



Conclusions.

One of the greatest problem in procedure representation and management is constituted by flow diagrams. The
activity of graphing procedures, partitioning graphs into pages, numbering pages, adding navigation aids like
page pointers, is very high time consuming and source of potential errors. Naif rules for symbol placing and line
drawing typical of this type of activity, contribute to general poor formal quality in design and management.

Incremental style in procedure development and the need of periodic revision generates a large number of
releases, that are of decreasing quality, because graphs are patched instead of restructured and redrawn.

To solve this problem has been specifically designed AUTO-LAY, a CASE tool to automatically produce flow
diagrams and section them in pages apt to be used either for video than for paper documentation.

Many sets of rules for symbol placing, line routing, page structuring have been defined and tested to find a
satisfactory solution. Among these solutions one has been finally choosen and implemented as a set of computer
programs, usable as stand alone tool, or integrated into DIAM or other more complex tools.

The algorithms implemented generates a layout that satisfies the requirements of automatic generation without
any manual intervention, usable for video and paper documentation, produces graphs automatically structured into
pages of variable size, and allows easy navigation between pages. Computing time is in the order of few seconds.

Results satisfy the goals choosen at the beginning of the project. Between these, the automatic generation of
graphs and reports and the easy connection with other applications, through simple ASCII files, allowing the
integration of this part as a framework of the DIAM project. AUTO-LAY runs on PC Dos-Windows platforms.
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Fig. 1. The Quality in the Procedure Life Cycle regards essentially two viewpoints: the substanstial content, and
formal and management aspects.
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Fig. 2. Procedure are hierarchical graphs. Every level of abstraction contains only planar Fgraps, that can one by
one automatically draw by AUTO-LAY.



EXAMPLE 6 : PROC « 3
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Fig. 3. This is a simple example (Example n. 1) that reports a page of a real procedure: it shows poor design in
symbol standardization and placing, and line routing; line routing complexity can be measured by the number of
corners: 58.
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Fig. 4. DIAM and AUTO-LAY basic architecture.
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Fig. 5. Basic graph elements: Actions and Tests.
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Fig. 6. Main phases of AUTO-LAY and reletionships with the external world (DIAM or other tools).
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Fig. 7. Graphs with bidimensional and monodimensional flow of pages.



Fig. 8. This is the same graph manually sketched in Example 1 (Fig. 3) drawn by AUTO-LAY: line routing
complexity is 5 (in the original manual arrangement was 58).
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Fig. 9. A graph drawn by AUTO-LAY with a monodimcnsional flow of paging example.
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